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COMMENT

Threats to Global Financial Stability
The on-going war in Iraq is casting a

institutions and individuals. Already a

a role in Nigeria. The Deputy Governor

dark cloud on global economic prospects.

number of Islamic Institutions have

of the Central Bank of Nigeria and the

In its reports the I M F has downgraded

been affected without due justification.

Director General of the Securities and

its forecast for global growth and is raising

This could undermine the rapid progress

Exchange Commission endorsed the idea

serious concerns not only for immediate

that has been made in Islamic banking

and challenged financial operators to set

post-war recovery but also for long-term

on a broad front. It would be

in motion, initiatives for the promotion

global growth.

unfortunate.

of Islamic banking in the country. They

The stock markets in major economies

We therefore believe that to arrest this

have likewise witnessed substantial

trend the international community

declines reflecting a generally pessimistic

should recommit itself to the principle

outlook. It is also becoming apparent

of Rule Based International Financial

Nigeria is a major economy with a

also stated that these ideas should be
translated into actual projects and that
the time for talking is over.

that the cost of this war - not sanctioned

System, that is transparent and encourages

population of over 100 million, 50% of

by the United Nations - is beginning to

and promotes free flow of capital and

whom are Muslims. Some northern and

escalate. The US administration has recently

goods across borders.

southern states are now actively interested

asked for an additional US$60 billion
and the British Government has allocated
£3 billion (US$4.6 billion) for the
purpose of keeping the war machine
going. These estimates are based on the
assumption that the war will last for
only a month. However, many regard
this assumption as overly optimistic. If the
long haul scenario prevails the cost of

The Institute of Islamic Banking & Insurance
and the Royal United Institute for Defence
Studies UK is organising a major conference
on the 7 - 8th April to examine these
very issues. It is important that we confront
these challenges upfront in the hope that
it will lead to the establishment of
internationally acceptable norms.

in promoting banking and insurance in
line with Shariah principles. Unfortunately
the current policies of the Federal
Government do not encourage the use of
the term Islamic banking and hence
initiatives in this area are commonly
referred to as "interest free banking".
We hope this situation will change
rapidly, considering that even in Western

war in both human and economic terms

The recent conference in Nigeria

countries conventional banking co-exist

could increase exponentially leading to

highlighted in this edition of the New

side by side with Islamic finance.

significant drag on the global economy

Horizon showcases the efforts being

Obstacles that will hinder the introduction of

with drastic consequences for the

made in Nigeria to introduce Islamic

this system in Nigeria are: lack of

developing economies, resulting in

banking and Insurance. Opportunities

trained man power; appropriate

widespread political instability and in

for Islamic banking in emerging markets

regulatory system; eradication of fraud

some cases upheaval.

especially Africa are often grossly

and corruption from the economic

underestimated. There are a number of

system; more commitment from

African countries with large Muslim

government and regulatory authorities;

populations, which provide potential

lack of public accountabihty;

markets. This became abundantly clear

transparency; the implementation of good

at a recently organized conference by

risk management and strategic marketing

the Institute and Ahmed Zakari & Co. in

policies.

In this scenario the effects of the war
would not be confined to the Middle
East but would be global in its impact.
This is particularly dangerous at a time
when the currency of International
norms and institutions has been weakened
due to a recent tendency towards

Nigeria entitled Islamic Finance - An
Alternative Financial System: Global

unilateralism. In this regard one of the

Opportunities and Challenges.

major concern is that the hot war will

The fact that the Islamic financial
system has in-built dimensions that
promote financial soundness and stability

give way to an increasing use of financial

This conference demonstrated not only

and protect the system from the potential

instruments for the achievement of

the increasing interest but also the growing

risks of financial stress and volatility.

political goals, such as freezing of

recognition on the part of the Government

Nigerians and their Government should

financial assets of targeted countries,

in its realization that Islamic banking has

make every effort to make this
alternative system available.
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Islamic Banking in Nigeria
Excerpts
Governor

from

conference
IIBI

held

keynote

of Zamfara

address
State.

on Islamic
at Abuja

27th

delivered

Alhaji

banking

by His Excellency

Sani Ahmed

and insurance

-28th January

at the
(takaful)

Executive
International

organised

by the

2003.

It is with great pleasure and gratitude to

transaction is fast growing among

development. I am also quite convinced

Almighty Allah who in His infinite

nations because of the desire of the

that participants in this conference

mercy spared our lives to witness this

Muslim population residing in these

especially those who profess other

important conference, that I deliver this

nations to have a financial system that is

religious beliefs than the Islamic faith

keynote address. I wish to start by

in line with the Shari'a. It has a lot of

are now more educated on what non-

expressing my profound appreciation to

advantages to the economy, particularly

interest type of banking practice really

the officials of the Institute of Islamic

the productive and the informal sector,

mean, not minding the fact that it

Banking and Insurance for not only

because the system provides more

evolved out of the need to avoid usury

giving me the chance to be part of this

humane approach to business practice

as enshrined and encouraged in the holy

very important conference but for

compared to the conventional banking

books of the two major religions of

equally conceiving the idea to organize

practice.

Islam and Christianity.

There is no better time to discuss this

As various experts have spoken and

emerging banking and insurance

more will speak on the multifarious

practice than now in order to adequately

advantages and positive contributions of

it in Nigeria and most especially at this
particular period. There is certainly no
better time than now, to hold such a
conference here in Nigeria. I am quite
aware that Mr. Ruman Famqi and his
colleagues have been following events
with keen interest, particularly as they
relate to the current efforts being made
towards the establishment of NonInterest Financial Institutions, not only
in Nigeria, but throughout the World.
These determined efforts have reached
satisfactory levels and all stakeholders
involved require a forum like this in
order to get fiirther and learn from the
experiences of others who have
recorded tremendous successes in
their efforts at promoting similar
institutions.

educate and sensitise all stake holders.

Islamic banking and insurance practice,

This includes policy formulators and.

rationality and common sense makes it

implementers; conventional bankers; the

obligatory for stakeholders in the

business community; and indeed the

productive sector of the economy to not

general public comprising of the

only accept but to vigorously demand

teeming depositors and would be

for and pursue its establishment. Since I

beneficiaries of the various modes of

am neither an expert nor an authority in

financing offered by the Islamic Banks,

this field.

in order to get them ready for the
challenges ahead. It is gratifying to note
that the Central Bank of Nigeria and

I do not intend to deliver any lecture on
the subject. Rather, I would only attempt
to explain certain misconceptions

Securities and Exchange Commission
have already started bracing up for these
challenges by sending relevant

regarding some of our actions,
particularly after the introduction of the
Islamic Legal Code, Shari'a. The efforts

personnel to undergo training in this

we have been making towards the

direction. I am quite optimistic the

establishment of non-interest banking

I am also convinced that the Nigerian

conference proceedings so far have

experience cannot be discussed in

enabled various renowned speakers,

isolation, in view of the current global

erudite scholars, practicing Bankers in

trend and unprecedented interest shown

Non-Interest Banking, to share their

all over the world for this type of

experiences with the participants to such

financial practice. This is not restricted

a level that people are now better

It could be recalled that agitation and

to the Islamic world alone as. it cuts

informed about what non-interest

efforts towards establishment of a non-

across all continents particularly

banking is, how it operates and how

interest banking practice dates back a

Europe, America, Asia, the Far East,

these type o f institutions can positively

little over a decade ago in order to take

Middle East and of recent, the African

affect and contribute to our much

the advantage of provisions under

continent. This mode of financial

desired sustainable national economic

section 9 of the Banks and other

had unfortunately been misperceived by

New

a section of the socio-political class
either due to ignorance or outright
mischief.
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Financial Institutions Decree (BOFID)

focal point. The recent introduction of

usury together with unwarranted

1992, now Act, as amended. As

Islamic Insurance, takaful, by African

speculations has thwarted real growth of

explained by officials of the Central

Alliance Insurance is also something

economies of nations, led to corporate

Bank of Nigeria at different occasions,

worthy of commendation and

failures and the disillusionment and ruin

licenses for the purpose of non-interest

emulation. I therefore urge other

of otherwise hardworking individuals.

banking had in the past been issued but

insurance companies to give it a trial.

not utilized. Of recent however,
precisely during the last 3 years, these
previous efforts were resuscitated which
resulted in the promotion of two noninterest based banks, namely Ja'iz and
Halal. However, after several discussion
and negotiations, the two proposals
were merged to promote only one bank

Before I conclude, 1 wish to further call

May I therefore use this opportunity to

on all participants from which ever

inform the general public particularly

background and whatever role one has

those who have the desire to invest in

played or is going to play, to make the

the proposed Ja'iz Profit Sharing Bank

best use of this occasion through

that the doors are still open for equity

meaningful contributions towards the

participation. We decided to extend the

success of this conference. We should

deadline for the collection of equity

put what we learnt and shared here into

in order to take full advantage of
synergy and to avoid undue
competitions and to learn from the
mistakes of the past. The Ja'iz Profit
Sharing Bank Nigeria Limited - under
incorporation is about to become a
reality and would sooner than later
provide the much awaited test case for
the true practice of a frill fledge noninterest banking operation in Nigeria.
Based on the level at which our
application has reached at the Central
Bank and with the encouraging
feedback from the would be investors, it
is only a matter of months before this
project will become a reality, In-shaAl'ah. The challenge will therefore not
only be with the apex regulatory body
of banking in Nigeria, the CBN, but also
with all other stakeholders to provide
the necessary framework for the
realization of this dream. It leaves no
one in doubt that i f such renowned
world leading financial institutions such
as c m BANK of America, HSBC of
Britain could find it expedient to
introduce full- fledged non-interest
banking and not just windows, then it is

From right to left - Dr Shamsudeen
Rakiya Sanusi, Rumman

Usman Deputy Governor Central Bank of N igeria,

Faruqi of the IIBI and L Sanusi of Utd. Bank of Africa

participator order to allow for wider

practice for the good of humanity in

subscription nationwide especially at the

general. I also wish to call on the

grassroots so as not to make the project

organizers to make this type of

look like an elitist affair where only a

conference a regular event so that

few individuals would be investors in

mankind can benefit from its

the 1 project. Our project coordinator

proceedings.

will provide you with all the necessary
information to enable you take an
investment decision.

Finally, let me congratulate the
organizers and participants from both
far and near for finding the time to be

Distinguished audience it is obvious to

here. May Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta'ala

surprising why Nigerian banks

all of us, the negative consequences,

guide us, reward us with Aljannah

particularly the big four have not

Riba or usury inflicts on nations,

Firdaus and take us back to our

deemed it fit to introduce such products;

corporate organizations and individuals.

respective destinations safely, amin.

i f only they can yield to the yearnings

It has led to depressions, bankruptcies,

Thank you all and Wassalamu Alaikum.

and aspirations of their teeming

inflation and hyperinflation, which are

customers who ought to be their main

all artificially induced. This Riba or

4
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Islamic Finance Has Arrived in Nigeria
by Rushdi

Siddiqui,

Director

Dow Jones

USA

I saw the faces of Islamic Finance in

will migrate to (Muslim country

Abuja, Nigeria, at the Institute of

bank) branches, like Habib Bank, to,

Islamic Banking and Insurance and

finally, an institutional approach,

Ahmed Zakari & Co sponsored

say, HSBC-Amanah, to serve the needs

conference on Islamic Finance. This was

of all Nigerians in a Shari'ah compliant

not an Islamic finance conference about

manner.

networking or re-cycled speakers with
re-cycled content, it was about where
Nigeria is in the scheme of adopting
Islamic Shari'ah on finance, what more
needs to be done, discussion of the
political will, and, most important of all,
the hunger by the delegates to learn and
deploy aspects of Islamic finance. A n
impressive list of speakers from US,
Saudi, Malaysia, and other countries,
and the presence of Nigerian VIPs made
this inaugural conference, the beginning
of something with a solid foundation.

The presence of a Malaysian delegation
at the conference and follow up
visits will have an impact on the

From left to right - Abubaker

regulatory environment in Nigeria,
which is a good thing. QUERY: Where
were the GCC (Islamic) bankers?

Nigeria is hungry for Islamic finance:

Rushdi Siddiqui of DJII,Tariq

ofWilliam

Mercer

Negara
Hameed

Consulting.

f) There should be websites/centers

Does Nigeria have to be an IDB

established for questions, articles, chats,

member before such bankers make the
trip to Abuja? I believe Nigeria has

and to ferret fraud that will undoubtedly
be used to gather assets in the name

greater potential than Sudan for Islamic
finance because of the vast numbers,
and the IMF is beginning to understand.

of religion.
I look forward to the next trip to Abuja,
and, insha'allah, learning of an
Islamic commercial bank established.

Suggestions for the Conference
Here are some reasons as to why

of Bank

Malaysia,

organizers:
a) Need to establish program for

The quality of questions from the
delegates implied their study and
understanding of Islamic finance

Shari'ah scholars, this potential
bottleneck can slow, i f not retard, the
growth of Islamic finance

The most important
lesson f r o m this

Nigerian VIPs from private and
public sector who actually stayed

b) Need to work with the local Imams,

for the term of the conference.

and educate them on Islamic finance.

Attendance increased the second

The Imams are gate-keepers to the

day for a two day conference, the

community, and they can make all the

food (lunch/dinner) was

difference at the grass roots level.

absolutely divine.

c) Follow up seminars at Mosques and

Good sprinkling of women in the

Islamic centers, as enthusiasm leads to

audience, possible Islamic bank

education and, eventually, concrete actions

foundation from which to

d) Make the conference an annual event

offer Islamic products and

c o n f e r e n c e is t h e
understanding that an
enabling regulatory

branches for women like in Saudi?
The most important lesson from this
conference is the understanding that an

e) Get the media (conventional and

enabling regulatory enviroimient is the

ethnic) involved, this will be the most

foundation from which to offer

cost effective way to spread the word in

Islamic products and services like

a credible manner. The media should

mortgages, vehicle finance, takafol,

have been given access to speakers from

equity funds, etc. The community based

IMF, Dow Jones, Malaysian Central

initiatives in Nigeria, very much

Bank, Shari'ah scholar, etc.

e n v i r o n m e n t is t h e

s e r v i c e s like m o r t g a g e s ,
vehicle finance, takafol,
equity funds, etc...

like in UK, US, Canada, Australia, etc..
New
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Reiterating the Need for Islamic Banking in Nigeria
by Mansur

Noibi

Although Islam is well represented

Permission to engage in trading

with proven Islamic banking track

throughout the African continent, the

activities with the regulatory

record and infrastructure. Such banks

continent is experiencing a slow pace of

authorities specific approval; and

will be able to gain public confidence

Islamic banking development, perhaps

Possibility of exempting PLS banks

and propel Nigeria closer to the present

due to poverty, unfavourable legal

from all BOFID provisions.

global level of Islamic banking

enviroiunent and dire economic
situation. Islamic banking in any form
remains underdeveloped in Nigeria
twelve years since the facilitation of
Islamic banking and over two decades
after D M I attempted to establish an
Islamic Bank in the Country. The 60
million Nigerian Muslim population
constitutes one of the largest markets in
Africa for retail Islamic financial
products. Research has shown that the
dearth of Islamic banking services in
Nigeria has resulted in the emergence of
Islamic cooperative associations in
South Western Nigeria, and the

Perhaps due to the absence of a PLS
bank in the Country, PLS banking has
not been covered in any legislation,
monetary policy guideline, or any other
Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) circular
since 1991. For instance, PLS banking
was not considered in the
implementation of universal banking
system in Nigeria. Universal banking
provides a non-restrictive environment
where banks may render services they
prefer and specialize in an area of
competence. An Islamic/PLS bank is
necessarily a composite bank, which
may be engaged in all fields financial

subsistence of rotating credit
associations (Adashe) in Northern
Nigeria. This is rather unfortunate since
Islamic banking offers a viable tool for
the Federal Government's poverty
eradication programme due to its
suitability for micro-finance.
With the legal recognition of profit and
loss sharing (PLS) banking, the Banks
and Other Financial Institutions Decree
(BOFID) of 1991 provides an option in
the range and form of banking services
by facilitating a paradigm version of
Islamic banking. The Decree
incorporated the following features:
Exemption of PLS banks from
provisions on interest;
Introduction of non-interest
dividend yielding deposits;
Permission to grant unsecured

New Horizon

February 2003

international players in the global
Islamic finance sector are oblivious of
the market potential in Nigeria, which
may also serve as a gateway to West
Africa because it accoimts for 47 per
cent of the regions population and 41
per cent of the regions GDP. Although
some operators will admit to the
potential in Nigeria, they shy away from
investing in the Country due to her
damaged reputation arising primarily
from commercial crime.
The Federal Govenmient needs to check

Shari'a. The BOFID appear to

the rising spate of international

appreciate the unique characteristics of

commercial crimes organised by

Islamic/PLS banking since its definition

Nigerian gangs in order to repair the

of a PLS bank indicates that it could

Country's reputation. This will not only

transact investment or commercial

be beneficial for the Islamic banking

business.

aspiration in the Country but also for the

Conversely, conventional banks are

development needs of the economy.

expected to be more responsive to the

The CBN should take more

growing demands of customers for a

responsibility for the implementation of

variety of services, such as those that

Islamic/PLS banking in Nigeria as the

will satisfy their religo-ethical concerns.

Financial Services Authority is doing in

Habib Nigeria Bank Limited took the

the UK. The objective of banking

initiative in 1999 by offering interest-

regulation is not only the soundness of

free banking service through dedicated

the banking system but also the ability

windows in a number of its branches.

to meet the current and prospective

Nonetheless, this remains largely

needs of the community. A good

inadequate. Worse still, some banks

banking law should reflect, and be

have refused to heed to their customers

reviewed and updated as necessary to

demand for Islamic banking services.

take account of emerging trends or new

The Nigerian banking industry will
benefit from attracting foreign banks

6

Islamic finance can be found
everywhere in the world, it appears that

activity provided it complies with the

credit in accordance with a bank's
principle of operation;

development. While the market for

Dhul Hijja 1423

developments in the financial sector.
The Governor of the Bank of England,
Sir Eddie George has noted, "A good

ISLAMIC I N S U R A N C E

supervisor must keep up with major
financial developments, particularly one
that is growing as quickly as Islamic

Insurance and Takaful in Nigeria
by Ajmal

Bhatty

banking." Nigeria remains at the
inception stage of the Islamic banking

Takaful - Global Overview and Opportunities ahead

movement, about 20 years behind the

Nigeria has a very good prospect for the development of Islamic Financial Services

global Islamic finance sector, which is

both in terms of banking and insurance. The leading industry players, professionals

now faced with issues such as

and government officials show great interest in this field.

standardization and risk management.

The development of life insurance in Nigeria has so far lagged behind and the

The CBN should therefore appropriately

religious and cultural issues have hampered its growth. During the conference in

position itself for the effective

Abuja, a lot of interest was shown with genuine belief that Takaful form of

facilitation and efficient regulation of

insurance would alleviate the currently low penetration of insurance in the country.

Islamic banking business in the Country.

The African Alliance Insurance Company of Nigeria has already introduced

While Habib Bank's initiative is

Takaful products through an Islamic window and is experiencing good growth of

commendable, the bank should create

this business. Another license has been granted to open a full-fledged Takaful

greater awareness of its products and

company. A n Islamic Bank is also under formation in Nigeria.

services, and deter from the academic

Some of the insurance statistics for Nigeria is as follows:

exercise of differentiating their noninterest banking services from Islamic
banking. Other Nigerian banks,
especially the big four, should follow
Habib Bank's example and stop being

US$m
Total insurance premiums
Life insurance premium

2001

2000

270

258

54

52

Non-life premiums

216

206

2001

Life

non-life

oblivious to their customers religioethical needs. The international banks
operating in Nigeria such as Citibank

Premium per capita

US$ 0.4

and Standard Chartered could expand

Premium % of G D P

0.14%

US$

1.7

0.56%

their market base by extending their
Islamic banking operations to Nigeria.

Population

130m

GDP

It is high time that investors interested

G D P per capita

in promoting PLS banks and banks

Inflation rate

US$ 38bn
US$ 292
16.5%

considering their customers' demand for
Islamic banking to stop dithering and

Source: Sigma Swiss Re & T I database

take a bold step towards the realization

About 50% of the populadon is Muslim. The countries neighbouring Nigeria also

of the Islamic banking aspiration in the

have Muslim majority. The Nigerians feel very much switched-on to see this great

Country. The effort to establish Ja'iz

potential in developing Islamic Financial Services not just for Nigeria but also for

Profit Sharing Bank, which is under

most of the West African countries.

incorporation, should be commended.
It is imperative that all concerned
parties should be resolute in seeking to
provide for the banking needs of the
unsatisfied segment of the market.
Mansur Noibi is a PhD student
of SOAS London University

VISIT O U R
WEBSITE
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ISLAMIC F I N A N C I A L MARKET I N D I C E S

ft
1I CAPinlelligence
T
I AL
\

ISLAMIC B A N K S / F I N A N C I A L I N S T I T U T I O N S
CURRENT RATING
FOREIGN CURRENCY

17 March 2003

DOMESTIC

SUPPORT

OUTLOOK

SINCE

LONG
TERM

SHORT
TERM

STRENGTH

Albaraka Islamic Bank
Bahrain Islamic Bank
Shamil Bank of Bahrain

BB+
BB+
BB+

A3
A3
A3

NA
BBBBB+

2
3
2

Stable
Stable
Stable

Jul 2002
Aug 2002
Aug 2002

JORDAN
Jordan Islamic Bank for Finance & Investment

BB-

B

BB

3

Stable

Aug 2002

KUWAIT
Kuwait Finance House

A-

A2

BBB+

2

Stable

Jul 2002

BB+

A3

BB+

3

Stable

Jul 2002

BAHRAIN

QATAR
Qatar International Islamic Bank
Qatar Islamic Bank

BB+

UAE
Dubai Islamic Bank

I

A3

BB+

3

Positive

May 2002

BB+

A3

BBB-

2

Stable

Sep 2002

MALAYSIA
Bank Islam Malaysia

BBB-

A3

BB+

2

Stable

Feb 2002

PAKISTAN
Faysal Bank

B-

B

B

2

Positive

Dec 2002

PALESTINE
Arab Islamic Bank

NA

NA

B

4

Stable

Aug 2000

SAUDI ARABIA
Al Rajhi Bank

BBB+

A3

A-

3

Stable

Jun 2002

BB+
BBB-

B
NA

NA
NA

3
NA

Stable
Negative

Sep 2002
Oct 2001

BB+
BB+

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

Dec 2002
Oct 2002
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CORPORATES
BAHRAIN
Al AmIn Bank
ATawfeek Co. for Investment Funds Ltd
KUWAIT
Investment Dar Company
A'Ayan Leasing & Investment Company
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ISLAMIC B A N K I N G

Competing IRRs in Islamic Banking
and Z e r o C o s t of Capital
By

Prof.Toutounhian

1-IRR (Internal Rate of Return) and

to the market price of the project. In

Investment project appraisal:

other words, it is the rate of retum that

The use of proper investment criteria is

is being earned on capital tied up. That

essential to industry and agriculture

is, while it is tied up it allows for

NPV approach to investment appraisal,

both. Yet given various subsidy

recoupement of the project. NPV of a

it is necessary for the decision maker to

provisions aimed at reducing the risks,

project is defined formally as the value

have some explicitly predetermined

upon which farmers have little or no

today of the surplus that the firm makes

discount rate; which, as said above, is

control, the agriculture image becomes

over and above what it could make by

nothing but the going rate of interest in

rather vague and hence it does not

investing at its marginal rate.

the money market. However, there is no

concern us here. Furthermore, although
appraisal can be used both in public and
private sectors of the economy, public
sector has its own additional special
problems to be taken into account; like
social costs and benefits. Therefore, this
paper is mainly concerned with the
private sector and the problems involved
in evaluating different industrial
investment projects.

The basis of the extended IRR is that
the negative cash flows are discounted
back at the firm's cost of capital until
they are offset by positive cash flows.
Both o f these methods (extended IRR
and NPV) have their own common
shortcomings; e.g., neither NPV nor
IRR can be applied in the normal way to
give the correct ranking of projects in
situations where the rationing o f an

need, whatsoever, to see any
predetermined rate in IRR method
except when the time comes where
debt-capital is to be rationed among
different projects. This makes IRR
approach to be rather independent of the
rate of interest and also quite
appropriate to be used for investment
projects in an interest-free Islamic
setting, whose discussion will follow.

Controversies abound on the relative

input is involved. Nevertheless, there

In case of capitalism i f the IRR is

merits of different investment appraisal

are ways of removing these

greater than or equal to the market rate

methods. However, most of the essential

shortcomings and of rendering them to

of interest, then the project will be

differing points can properly be

be suitable methods of investment

undertaken. Project maximization will

reconciled.

appraisal.

push the firm to the margin where the

It is worth noting that almost all

We will concentrate on extended IRR,

economists consider the use of

which is simply referred to as IRR. The

"discounting" as a method of appraisal,

decision rule in simple cases where the

as the only possible way to choose

decision is of "all or nothing" type; in

between different investments. There are

deciding which project is to be chosen

essentially two methods generally used

amongst various investment alternatives,

by economists, namely Net Present

is to undertake all projects which have

Value (NPV) and extended Internal Rate

an IRR greater than the cost of capital.

of Return (IRR). The term Internal Rate
of Retum (IRR) was termed by J.M.
Keynes which is perhaps more familiar
to the reader as the marginal efficiency
of capital (MEC) schedule; sometimes
referred to as marginal efficiency of
investment (MEI). It is defined as the
rate, which makes the present value of
the future income streams exactly equal

Cost of capital, in capitalistic system, is
the rate a firm can borrow and,
presumably, invest which is simply the
"rate of interest". In other words, in
such a system, rate of interest can be
used as "cut-off rate"; in the context of
the IRR rule, it also appears in the
literature as "hurdle rate". Note that, in

New

last undertaken project has IRR equal to
the rate of interest. Evidently, the IRR
schedule is a decreasing flinction of
investment projects; i.e., the more
projects that will be undertaken the
lower would be the IRR (in the same
industry or activity, of course).
2- It has been agreed upon (by Western
economists) that the rate o f interest
plays the crucial role in determining
which project is to be undertaken, and
that also how much capital is to be
invested in different projects. The role
of interest rate in these two aspects
seems to have been exaggerated. Given
that there is only one project, the
criteria given above are quite valid and
Horizon
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applicable as to the optimal amount of

system, to be used to determine the

It is easy to show that there is a one-to-

capital that has to be undertaken.

level of optimal investment. Moreover,

one correspondence between interest

Nevertheless, as the number of projects

speculators, whose demands in the

(rate) and speculation. Interest (rate) is

increase, each IRR that has to be

money market produce the rate of

necessary and sufficient condition for

calculated for every single project

interest, are allowed to lead the

speculation to take place. Even in the

increases as much. Additionally, there

decisions of entrepreneurs whose

absence of apparently forbidden-

happens to be points of intersection

actions are so important to the economy.

interest-rate-framework, i f speculation is

between every two IRR's. This will

It seems rather more reasonable to have

permitted in any market, it will

complicate the problem and it will

the relation other way around; i.e., given

definitely produce interest rate of its

drastically reduce the importance of the

the rate of interest, however

own nature. Therefore, interest

rate of interest, especially in cases

hypothetical, it should be the real sector

prohibition will logically lead to the

where interest rate happens to be well

to lead the monetary sector, i f any.

prohibition of speculation. This mutual

below the IRR of the last feasible

3- With the abolishment of interest rate

project under consideration.

in an Islamic state, there would be no

interdependence between interest and
speculation is not only very rare in
economics but its negligence also has

Given that an investor is a risk-taking

exogenous variable, like interest rate, to

entrepreneur, he is normally faced with

determine the kind and the level of

arrays of investment opportunities from

investment. Investment projects, in such

which he is supposed to first select the

a framework, compete with each other

one whose IRR is the highest. Assuming

and investments will be undertaken as

that he is able to finance many projects,

much as needed to reach fiill

4- The array o f IRR's can be calculated

there may be tens of different projects

employment; that is, as long as there are

both by an Islamic Central Bank, and

whose IRR are higher than the going

unused factors of production in the

independent licensed agencies in order

rate of interest. Undoubtedly, all these

economy. This is especially true of

to provide Islamic banks the appropriate

projects are attractive, although in

human resources that due to their vital

guidelines as to the nature and

been the source of serious
misunderstandings. Relationships in
economics are often of one-way
direction.

different degrees, to the entrepreneur

and intrinsic importance, as viewed in

profitability of projects. It is a measure

and will be chosen in descending order

Islam, authorities are not allowed to

to be used so that the expected profits

rate. This being the case in real business

keep people unemployed for the sake of

could be divided between an Islamic

life, the role of the rate of interest

interests of capitalists.

bank and the firm demanding finance.

becomes rather passive and even
redundant. This is so because under
such circumstances, projects compete
with each other before their IRR's reach
the rate of interest.lt is beyond this point
that the role of interest rate becomes
sensible and plays its role as cut-off
rate. In other words, it takes a long

It can easily be demonstrated that in an
Islamic framework, every piece of
money (i.e. potential capital) coming out
of interest-free banks in order to finance
different projects under various modes

each pair of adjacent projects are to be

state is to strictly prohibit and prevent

compared with each other due to

speculation to emerge in any market (be

interdependencies of investment projects

it either money or commodity). There

with no reference to the rate of interest

has long been misunderstanding among

at all.

some Islamic economic scholars
advocating that speculation can take
place and is permissible even under
interest abolishment.

ironically proposed, in capitalistic
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development plan.

different factors, such as the following,

one of the prerequisites of an Islamic

New Horizon

the priority list of economic

To determine the firm's share of profit,

rate becomes relevant because IRR of

10

be allocated to the projects, which are in

directly produce goods and/or services.
A caveat is in order here, and that is:

Rate of interest being exogenous to the

determining how much financing should

of contracts, becomes a permit to

process before the existence of interest

real sector (especially, investment) it is

The array is also quite useful in

1423

cab be taken into account: risk
premium, degree of deprivation of
different regions of the country,
priorities in economic development
plans, the degree of capital intensity, tax
provisions, employment considerations,
burden on foreign exchange rates, and
the like. Each of these factors or any
combination of them can influence the
demanding firm's (the finances) share of
profit that can be safely manipulated
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without having to interfere in the market

order to determine the same rate as

cannot be considered cost of the other

mechanism. This gives the IRR method

opportunity cost of capital for all

partner; accounting treatment in such

in interest-free banking system, an

projects. In capitalistic system the going

cases is same as dividends paid to the

absolute advantage over artificial

interest rate is logically taken as "the

shareholders. Second, accountants never

manipulation in the interest rate, which

next best alternative" or cost of capital

agree with economists' search for a

is quite often practiced in capitalistic

for all projects. The logic concerns its

theoretical opportunity cost of capital,

countries, and which is an obvious

independence with IRR's of the project.

which has to be independent from

interference in market mechanism.

The phrase "next best alternative" does

This is contrary to the position often

not render meaning to the effect that the

held by Western economists professing

IRR of a project adjacent to the one

avoiding interference in market

under consideration shall be taken as its

mechanism. Added to this, the

opportunity cost of capital. This is

presumably negative relationship

because the interdependencies of all

between rate of interest and investment

projects does not qualify any one of the

as advocated by both classical

IRR's as suitable for opportunity cost of

economists and Keynes has been

the remaining projects; otherwise there

empirically proven to be inconclusive.

would be hundreds of opportunity costs

This is so while a proposition can be

in a capitalistic framework whereas the

made to regard a positive relationship

rate o f interest is taken to measure the

between rate of profit and investment.

opportunity cost of all capital

IRR's. Despite this great debate between
accountants and economists, the
economists use and base their own
economic analysis upon the financial
statements prepared by accountants with
due consideration given to accounting
standards without having to adjust these
statements by norms and standards
suggested by themselves. Furthermore,
these statements are used to calculate
appropriate taxes and are accepted by
tax authorities without any objection
about their validity.

This proposition not only takes care of

investments. In other words, in order to

In sum, tax authorities of an Islamic

interest cost in capitalistic system but

have opportunity cost, the condition of

state shall not accept any cost as cost of

also it is consistent with the profit

independence has to be met. The

capital and economists are expected to

maximization goal of any individual

negligence to consider the

be explicit about the independence of

firm. Surprisingly though, this goal, at

interdependencies of the projects and

rate of interest from IRR's so that

micro level, in capitalistic textbooks has

also the interdependency of the rate of

oppormnity cost of capital be justifiable.

been changed without any logical

interest from IRR's of investment

explanation as to negative relationship

projects has led many writers to

between interest rate and investment at

form misconception about opportunity

macro level.

cost capital.

5- Using IRR method in an Islamic state

In the absence of interest there is

opportunity cost of capital is zero, but a

6- A distinction has to be made between
opportunity cost of capital and cut-off
rate. It should be clear by now that
although in an Islamic state the

is not only compatible with the goal of

nothing to compare IRR's of various

lower IRR in array of IRR's can be used

profit maximization (if proven to be

projects with (except IRR's of the

as cut-off rate o f the project under

appropriate in such a system) - as well

projects with themselves). Being

consideration. A n entrepreneur is

as avoidance to interfere in market

interdependent and shared upon by

expected to be keen about this point.

mechanism - but also it has another

Islamic banks, these projects cannot

Diversity in capital investments made

absolute advantage of bringing the

logically be used to measure the

by an entrepreneur can be taken as

opportunity cost of capital down to zero.

opportunity cost of capital. This simply

obvious explanation that he/she cares

The logic is simple. In the absence of

means nothing but the opportunity cost

and is cautious about the above point.

interest, all projects compete with each

of capital being zero. This conclusion is

Opportunity cost of capital is both cost

other (with due consideration of their

in complete agreement with both

and cut-off rate but the reverse is not

respective priorities) on the basis of

accounting standards and with economic

true. It seems that in almost all

their IRR. Furthermore, the fact is that

logic. On this score, two points are

occasions we are concerned with cut-off

investment projects are interdependent

mentioned here. First, accountants use,

rate and rarely with opportunity cost,

vis-a-vis one another, and there is no

quite often, the historical cost. In PLS

despite the common belief

need to bring in any exogenous factor in

contracts the profit share of one partner
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Opportunity cost of capital being nil in

enjoying the benefits through interest

'Comparative Money and Banking in

Islamic framework has numerous

incomes. This simple explanation may

Capitalistic and Islamic Systems' received

positive economic implications and

be key to the locked-in position which

the economic Book of the Year award in

consequences; to name a few, among

is being able to overcome most of the

Iran.

others, cet.par.: (1) it raises the profits

capitalistic deficiencies.

enjoyed by firms which have signed
partnership contract with an Islamic
bank which is by itself a powerful
stimulant to further investment, (2) i f
such high profit rates are distributed
among depositors (in an Islamic bank)
effective demand will go up, (3) i f 1
and 2 are combined it would make
possible to expand size of the firm and
hire more labor which ,makes full
employment an accessible goal of the
economy, (4) more taxes will be

Islamic banking narrows the gap
between the rich and the poor in three
ways:
1st-

Stable prices

2nd-

Full employment

3rd-

Enjoyment of bank depositors

from (higher than interest) profit
income through PLS. This in turn
provides equitable distribution of
income; the cornerstone o f sustained
growth and development.

collected and budget deficit, i f any,

Capitalistic system has long been

would tend to decrease over time, (5) i f

unsuccessful to simultaneously attain

part of reduction in production cost is

full employment and stable prices due

reflected in prices of the commodities

to existence of interest, development of

produced, the whole community will

money market and, consequently,

enjoy lower prices, higher income and

speculation. In other words, in such a

boost in aggregate demand.

system necessary condition to maintain
full employment, i.e., the equality of

IRR of various projects are quite useful
outcome of a logical analysis which
provides a measure to gauge

savings with investment, is absent. This
is because part of savings will go to
money whirlpool and hence Say's law

qualification of these projects for

cannot hold. It can be logically

selection. However, bringing in another
measure exogenous to the system

demonstrated that the root cause of
inflation is saving gap which produces

requires carefiil consideration

excess demand and excess demand in

concerning its relevance and other costs

turn brings about inflation.

and benefits. Costs and benefits of
interest go beyond private frontiers in

In brief. Islamic banking (especially

that they both entail social aspects to be

through its principal pillar, PLS, and its

considered, especially the social costs.

end results of zero opportunity cost of

It is not hard to prove that social costs

capital and disappearance of

of interest-based system overshadow

speculation) seems to offer solution to

the benefits by far.

the apparently incompatibility of
simultaneous full employment and

Prevention of simultaneous coexistence
of stable prices and full employment is
part of social cost of introducing

stable prices, for which Western
economists have long strived to find
remedies.

interest to the system. Additionally,
inflation and unemployment which are

The author is a Professor of Economics at

both consequences of such introduction

the Az-Zehra University, Tehran Iran and

hurt the general public at the expense of

has also written several books on Islamic

a very low percentage of the population

Banking. His latest publication
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BAHRAIN

The Bahrain-based FIIB was established

The development of an Islamically-

five years ago and has a paid-in share

structured commodity transaction is the

capital of $112.5 million and over 80

first of its kind in the region, he said.

E s t a t e Investnnent

shareholders.

He noted that the Kingdom's Islamic

The Bahrain-based First Islamic

Bahrain Hub

now offer a diverse range of basic retail

Investment Bank (FIIB) has formed a

of i s l a m i c B a n k i n g

banking products as well as more

F I I B joins L e n d L e a s e Real

banks have matured considerably and

joint venture with Lend Lease Real

complicated and sophisticated asset-

Estate Investments GmbH (LLREI)

Bahrain has maintained its position as

securitised products. On its part, the

under Crescent Euro Industrial to

an international financial centre since

B M A has been at the forefront of

acquire lease interests for industrial

the 1970s and the best regulatory

developing and issuing Islamic

distribution facilities in Germany.

framework and the vision of the

securities (sukuk). A rolling programme

leadership has helped the Kingdom to

of monthly issuance of short term

achieve excellence in this highly

securities, Sukuk Al-Salam, has been in

specialised area, said the Minister of

place since June 2001. It complements

Finance and National Economy,

the medium and long term leasing

Abduallh Hassan Saif

bonds, Ijara sukuk, which the BMA

The venture would consist of five to
eight industrial distribution facilities
with a total value of between Euro 150
million and 200 million. Properties will
be spread across markets of strategic
importance to German distribution,
logistics and industrial sectors, such as

began issuing in September 2001.
BI^A

launches pioneering

So

far, the BMA has made 22 issues of

initiative to s u p p o r t islamic

Sukuk Al-Salam, worth a total of

Frankfurt and Berlin.

banking industry

US$550 million, while five Ijara issues

LLREI is a subsidiary of Lend Lease

The Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA)

Corporation Ltd. (LLC), one of the

is to begin dealing in Islamically-

world's leading real estate companies

structured commodity instruments, in a

with assets worth $49.1 billion. Listed

pioneering move by a central bank.

on the Australian Stock Exchange, LLC

Short-term commodity transactions have

provides a full spectrum of real estate-

been developed with the Kingdom's

related services and operates in 43

Islamic banking industry. The

countries in six continents.

transactions have been structured in

Aareal Bank, one of the largest property

such a way as to allow BMA to engage

financiers in Germany, has provided a

in commodity contracts through Islamic

i-iSBC signs Istanbul

six-year senior financing facility with

banks. The new move is aimed at

A i r p o r t islamic loan

two one-year extension options, for 75-

supporting the Kingdom's growing

78 per cent of the purchase price of each

Islamic banking industry, said Mr.

property in the portfolio.

Waleed Abdulla Rashdan, Executive

It has been projected that the investment

Director, Banking Operations, at the

will generate an attractive blended

BMA. "It is a new initiative which

internal rate of retum over the seven-

enables the BMA to place some of its

year investment horizon, including an

liquidity with Islamic banks," he said.

annual cash yield distributed on a

The initiative is the product of mutual

monthly basis.

cooperation between BMA and Shamil

Hamburg, Dusseldorf, Cologne,

have totalled US$380 million.

PAKISTAN
An international conference on "The
financial war against terrorism: the role
of Islamic banking" will be held in
London on April 7-8.

Banking giant HSBC Holdings Pic put
its weight behind an upgrade to Istanbul
Airport on Wednesday in a deal that
respects the Islamic ban on interest and
underlines its ambition to attract more
business from Muslims.
S h a r i a law m a k e s w a y for

Bank of Bahrain. "Although the new

islamic hedge funds

The FIIB has selected the Germany for

instrument has been developed in

The equities rout and high demand for

its first industrial real estate venture in

cooperation with one Islamic bank, we

Islamic financial products have touched

Europe because it's the largest European

hope it will serve the entire Islamic

off a race to launch Islamic hedge funds,

economy and has a geo-strategic

financial industry in future," said Mr.

drawing cheers from some experts but

location at the center of Europe.

Rashdan.

jeers from others.
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Islamic D e v e l o p m e n t B a n k

Banking and Insurance, having

Dr Ishrat Hussain on Saturday said that

agrees $325 million financing

established a liaison office at 33-C, 6th

the Bank is working on the formulation

Commercial Lane, Zamzama, Karachi,

of an 'Islamic Economic Model' based

The Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
said on Tuesday it had approved a total
of $325 million in new financing to its
members states and Muslim
communities in non-Muslim states.
AlBaraka Bank
planning to open sixth

has developed a postgraduate diploma

on interest-free banking, but we cannot

course in Islamic Banking and

take the risk of adopting the same,

Insurance, and aims to equip personnel

unless a foolproof model is devised.

with knowledge and understanding of
principles and practice of Islamic

State Bank governor's

banking.

statement about Islamic

NWFP

b r a n c h in P a k i s t a n

to set up interest-free

The AlBaraka Islamic Bank considering

banking system

to open its sixth branch in Pakistan that
will either be in Karachi or Lahore as a
satellite to the existing branch.
Islamic Development Bank

banking lauded

government

The Chairman, Quaid Foundation,
Rizwan Ahmed, has lauded the
statement of Governor State Bank Dr

The NWFP government led by

Ishrat Hussain to introduce Islamic

Mutahidda Majlis-e-Amal (MMA) is

banking in three phases as armounced.

considering to set up interest free
First Grindlays

banking system in the province

M o d a r a b a ' s n e t profit

l e n d s M o r o c c o $41 m i l l i o n

Malaysia U t a m a says eyeing

The Islamic Development Bank (IDB)

Islamic banking licence

First Grindlays Modaraba (FGM)

Malaysia's Utama Banking Group Bhd

announced its results for the six months

(UBG) said on Tuesday it was

ended December 31, 2002 on January

considering a plan to convert one of its

17, 2003.

said on Thursday it had signed a $41.2
million financing facility with Morocco
to partly finance a highway project.
A l B a r a k a Islamic Bank

u p by R s 8 8 m i l l i o n

commercial banking licences into an
Bahrain's First Islamic

Islamic banking licence.

o p e n s fifth b r a n c h
The AlBaraka Islamic Bank is

B a h r a i n t o offer

extending its operations to

$80 million bonds

Rawalpindi that will give it the fifth
location in Pakistan.
Islamic banking: Pakistan
hires experts f r o m Malaysian

B a n k 2002 n e t profit up
10 p e r c e n t
Bahrain-based First Islamic Investment

Bahrain said it would offer government

Bank (FIIB) said on Sunday it had

Islamic leasing bonds worth $80

lifted its 2002 net profit by 10 percent

million later this month.

to $36 million, up from $32.7 million in
2001.

First Islamic buys sharia-

bank for training

compliant aircraft leases

N W F P government to

The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has

Bahrain-based First Islamic Investment

introduce interest-free

trained 30 bankers for Islamic Banking

Bank said it had entered a joint venture

banking: minister

by hiring experts from the Nicara Bank

to lease aircraft, acquiring the first ever

Malaysia, said Dr Ishrat Husain,

aircraft leasing portfolio compliant with

Governor State Bank of Pakistan on

Islamic sharia laws.

The Muttahida Majlis-e-Ammal
working on a plan for setting up a bank

Thursday.
Postgraduate diploma
c o u r s e in i s l a m i c b a n k i n g
The UK-based Institute of Islamic

(MMA)-led NWFP government is
which would carry out interest-free

State Bank working on

business in the province.

formulation of Islamic
economic model
State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) Governor
New
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Investors raise $100 million

signed an agreement to extend loan

Islamic financial

for I s l a m i c i n s u r e r

under Sharia conditions for upgrading

institutions growing

Arab investors have raised $100 million

Istanbul Airport in Turkey. The

for a $150 million Islamic insurance

company hopes that showing respect for

company and plan to obtain the

Islamic economic laws would attract

remaining funds through a public

more business from Muslims.

offering later this year, the company's

HSBC announced Shariah-law-

the UKs Financial Services Authority

founders said on Sunday.

compliant syndicated loan for an

(FSA), Sir Howard Davies said.

THE Islamic banks and financial
institutions are growing rapidly and
their total size is estimated between
$200 and $500billion, the chairman of

extension to Istanbul's Ataturk Airport.
State Bank, Securities and
E x c h a n g e of P a k i s t a n t o
review A b a m c o ' s Islamic

Under the deal, HSBC will lend through

Britain keen on

a group of banks $60 million to the

Islamic banking

consortium operating the international

m u t u a l fund proposal

terminal at Ataturk. The group wants to

The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and
Securities and Exchange of Exchange of

expand the terminal to handle 20 million
passengers a year from 14 million now.

BAHRAIN has emerged as the most
important Islamic financial centre in the
region with more than 26 Islamic banks,
financial institutions and companies.

Pakistan (SECP) have said that they will

The consortium consists of construction

The U K is keen to learn from Bahrains

review carefully Abamco's proposed

firms Tepe and Akfen and VIE which

experience in this highly specialised and

Islamic mutual fund, and laws

also runs Vierma airport.

growing banking segment, a senior UK

pertaining to pension and provident
fund.

An official of HSBC said," The Islamic
finance business is very important to us,

Malaysia extends 200 million
ringgit Islamic loan t o b a n k

official said.

as our global Islamic finance business is

H S B C t a r g e t s B r i t a i n in

now growing very rapidly and we want

Islamic banking push

that to continue."

Banking giant HSBC plans to launch

Malaysia will extend 200 million ringgit

The Western banks and financial

new services aimed at Britain's 1.6

($52.6 million) in Islamic loans to a

institutions stress more on adopting

million Muslims, whose religion bans

state-owned infrastructure and

Sharia in the business after September

interest payments, in a major step

development bank to help it finance

11, 2001, attacks on the United States as

toward building up a global Islamic

small and medium sized businesses.

reportedly around $200 billion of cash

banking business.

held by Muslims flowed out of the
N W F P government mulling

United States as American Muslims

to introduce interest-free

feared a backlash.

economy
The provincial goverrmient of M M A in
NWFP is considering abolition of

The London-based bank, the world's
second biggest by market value, is
expanding into Islamic finance as part
of its global growth strategy and the

N C B , A R A B I C win

push comes at a time of growing tension

Euromoney awards

between Islamic and Western nations.

interest-based banking system and

Saudi Arabia's National Commercial

launching of Islamic bank to introduce

Bank (NCB) and A l Rajhi Banking and

interest-free economy in the province.

Investment Corporation (ARABIC) have

UAE

won the "Best at Islamic Asset

UK

Management" and the "Best at Islamic

Are

Commodities Dealing" category awards

Gaining M o m e n t u m

at the inaugural Euromoney Islamic
H S B C to e x t e n d Islamic loan
for Istanbul A i r p o r t

Finance Awards 2002, which was held
in London during the 2nd Aimual
Islamic Finance Summit.

Banking giant HSBC Holdings Pic has
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Islamic Hedge Funds

"Following corporate accounting
scandals in the US and the string of
rulings in the US and Europe that have
made investment banks increasingly

N E W S MONITOR

liable for corporate scandals, financial

Economic Development Company

to Muslims. " I think 99% of

institutions too have been forced to take

(Sedco), says it will use an Islamic

instruments available globally are

stock of their operations, accountability

alternative called 'saam' instead of

Islamically acceptable within certain

and compliance procedures.

short-selling. Islamic financial experts

guidelines," said Bishr Bakheet of

The equities rout and high demand for

say that in 'salam', the seller undertakes

Bakheet Financial Advisors in Riyadh.

Islamic financial products have touched

to supply specified goods to the buyer

off a race to launch Islamic hedge

at a fiiture date and pays for them

D o w J o n e s t a k e s first S h e i k h

funds, drawing cheers from some

upfront at a discount to the spot price. -

experts but jeers from others. Seeking

Reuters"They (salam and short-selling)

M o h a m m e d Islamic Finance

to tap an Islamic banking sector worth

both have the same economic result but

an estimated $230bn, such products aim

are different in the nature of the

The first General Sheikh Mohammed

to make profits in the prolonged bear

contractual relation," Sedco senior vice-

bin Rashid A l Maktoum Award for

market using Islamic ahematives to

president Yousuf Khayat said. At least

Innovation in Islamic Finance has been

conventional hedge tactics of short

one other firm, US-based financial

awarded to the Dow Jones Islamic

selling and leveraging investments.

consultancy Zayyan, is working to set

Market Index, for its contribution to the

Designing products for Muslim

up an Islamic hedge fund - investment

standardising of Islamic equity

investors has been a challenge since

pools that make bets on swings in

investment criteria since its launch in

Islamic banking is governed by Islamic

stocks, bonds, currencies and

1998. The prestigious award was

sharia law, which bans investment in

commodities using sophisticated trading

presented Sunday night (February 23)

gambling and alcohol and also forbids

methods. While some financial experts

at a Gala Dinner held in conjunction

interest - the core of Western banking -

hail sharia-compliant hedge funds as

with the International Islamic Finance

because it is considered usury. Money

the next creation of a nascent industry

Forum, underway at the Crowne Plaza

is made instead by a profit-sharing

seeking to serve approximately 1.2bn

hotel, Dubai.

system from returns on approved

Muslims, others remain sceptical

investments. To run a hedge fund

because these funds speculate on the

without falling foul of sharia is even

market's direction, a form of gambling

trickier because Islamic law forbids

that they say violates basic Islamic

selling something you don't own,

principles. "The basic concepts of

therefore harming short-selling, as well

ethics and morality are flawed here. It

as receiving or paying interest, so

(an Islamic hedge fund) has to be just

buying bonds or leveraging are not

and credible or else it risks

"The Dow Jones Islamic Market Index

allowed. But a number of firms

undermining Islamic finance as a

has brought the blue-chip name of Dow

working on Islamic hedge fund

whole," said Rodney Wilson, professor

Jones to Islamic equity investment with

products say they can comply with

of economics at Durham University,

a lasting effect on the very concept of

sharia and give Muslim investors access

and an Islamic finance expert. Islamic

Shari'ah based finance. The

to hedge funds, which are seen as a

finance has long wrestled with the

standardisation it has achieved is

valuable diversification tool and a way

challenge of tailoring Western

something very much sought after in

to protect capital against market

instruments into sharia-compliant

other areas of Islamic finance.

fluctuations. "(We)...believe our product

equivalents. Some of its products are

"With 35 Islamic Indexes and nearly

will not only be sharia-compliant but

based on profit-sharing and Islamic

US $1.8 billion managed against them,

also mirror the returns of Western

concepts like 'murabaha', which

the Dow Jones Islamic Market Index is

hedge fund managers," said Dauvin

involves buying goods for a client and

a worthy, global winner," said

Peterson, vice-president of US-based

selling them to him at a profit, avoiding

Mullinger.

Shariah Funds, an Islamic hedge fund

interest payments. Designers of Islamic

being launched by US-based investment

hedge fiinds say they are consulting

management firm Meyer Capital

lawyers. Islamic scholars, and Western

nominations by a panel of distinguished

Partners. Another firm planning to

hedge fund managers to ensure their

judges. They were Dr Mohammed El

launch a hedge fund, the Saudi

products are competitive and acceptable

Gari, Islamic Scholar, Saudi Arabia; Dr

Innovation A w a r d

"The emergence of an index from such
a heavyweight name as Dow Jones has
had a tremendous impact in Islamic
equity investment criteria," said Chris
MuUinger, Conference Director, IIR,

New

organiser of the forum.

The winner was chosen from over 20
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C O N F E R E N C E DIARY

Daud Baker, Islamic Scholar, Malaysia;
Professor Mahmoud El-Gamal, Rice

Conference Diary 2003

University, USA and Mushtak Parker,
Publisher of Islamic Banker and a
writer on Islamic finance.

2nd - 3 rd March 2003

In addition to Dow Jones, four other
Islamic finance organisations were

Kuala Lumpur Malaysia

Adapting to a Rapidly

short listed for the award. They were

Regulatory & Financial

Saudi Arabia's National Commercial

Environment. Manama,

Changing

Bahrain

Bank and Bank Al-Jazirah; the

2lst-23rdApril 2003
Fifth International C o n f e r e n c e o n
Islamic Economics & Finance -

Maybank banking group, Malaysia and

Venue: Diplomat Radisson SAS Hotel,

Tabung Haji, the largest savings

Bahrain

institutions in Malyasia.

Organised by:AAOIFI, Bahrain

The three-day International Islamic

Monetary Agency & the World Bank

Finance Forum, that is being attended

vvww.islamlcconferences.com

Sustainable Development

&

I s l a m i c F i n a n c e in M u s l i m

by over 300 delegates from 25

Countries

Manama, Bahrain
www.islamicconferences.com

countries, spaiming the USA, Europe,
Middle East and Far East, is addressing
key challenges faced by the Islamic
finance sector, that is worth US $230

17th - 18th March 2003
May 2003
Capital Intelligence ( C I ) " B a n k

billion and predicted to maintain double

Analysis & Ratings" Seminar /

digit growth for the next 15-20 years.

Workshop:

These include the international

Takafol - Islamic Insurance unleashing t h e global potential.

London, U K

Seminar: Bank Analysis & Ratings

Institute of Islamic Banking & Insurance,

Venue: Limassol, Cyprus

London

vvvvw.ciratings.com

vyww.islamic-banking.com

7th - 8th April 2003

7th-9th July 2003

and sukuk market and international

islamic Finance and the w a r on

International S e m i n a r o n Islamic

moves in the Islamic mortgage market.

terrorism.

Wealth Creation.

London, U K

Venue:AI-Qasimi Building, University of

regulatory environment and how it
affects Islamic finance; Muslim country
stock exchanges and Islamic financial
centres; the pros and cons of Islamic
hedge fund plans; wealth management
post 9/11; new Islamic indexes, funds

The forum and its associated exhibition
is being held under the patronage of His

Durham, U K
Organised by: Institute of Islamic

Highness General Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid A l Maktoum, Crown Prince

www.dur.ac.uk/%7Edme0www/iwc.htm

Banking & insurance in conjunction

of Dubai and UAE Defence Minister. It

with The Royal United Services

has been organised in association with

Institute for Defence Studies (RUSI).

Dow Jones Indexes, the Saudi

Venue: Whitehall, London

Project Finance

Economic and Development Company

vynvw.islamic-banking.com

www.meed.com

7th- 9th April 2003

7th-8th December 2003

(SEDCO) and ihilal Services.

Non-Bank Financial
Islamic Alternatives.

Institutions

15th-16th October 2003

W o r l d Islamic

Conference

Banking

C o n f e r e n c e 2003 (10th
Anniversary)
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'Aliamuduli'lahi

Al-NASIR PhRti

A

AL-ILMUPTAN
( E d o c ^ i o n tnaii'

A

now / can lean on
AFRICAN

ALLIANCE

INSURANCE

r a n g i e off

FAMILY TAKAFUL PLANS
The African AlKance Insurance range of Takaful fAairs are designed in accordance
with the principle of Al-Tabanu and Al-Mucharabah to satisfy the neeck of our
Muslim brothers and asters. The plans have been designed to meet various needs;
the Al-lstidad (Family Ta*«ful Ran), AI-IMaatijat Daynu (Credit Ran),
Arafat (RIgrimage Ran), Al-ilmu (Education Ran), Baytu Surur (Mortgage Ran),
and the Al-Nasir (Pension Ran).
Are these not enough

to be thankful for?

RC2176
African Alliance Insurance Company Limited
T h e L i f e A s s u r a n c e & Pensions S p e c i a l i s t •

We're with you for life
112. Broad Street, P. O. Box 2276, Lagos. Tel: 01-2664300. 2664373, 2664398.2664419. Fax: 01-2660943

A

IL From WHEREVER you VIEW uS;

Oar Mission Statement Remains...
...to provide, using appropriate means,
qaalltative and efficient commercial banldng services
for tlie benefit of our Customers, Shareholders,
Employees and Society at large.

Intercity Bank Pic
- Totally

at your

service

HEAD OFFICE:
1, Intercity Bank Street, Plot C 20, Mogadishu City Centre, Off Ahmadu BeHo Way, P M. B. 2392, Kaduna.
Tel: +234 62 240344-7 (4 lines), Fai: +234 62 240348, E-mail: info@intercitybank.com, Website:www.intercitybantcom.
LAGOS CENTRAL OFFICE:
32, Adetokunbo Ademola Street, P M. B. 80031, Victoria Island, Ugos. Tel: +234 624707809-10, Fax: +234 1 2620513
REGIONAL OFFICES:
Kano, 89E, Ibrahim Taiwo Road, Kano. Tel: 064-637426-9, Fax: 064-637295
Abuja, Block 13, Imani Estate, Shehu Shagaii Way, Maitama, Abuja. Tel: 09-41363104137102
Lagos: 32, Adetokunbo Ademola Street, E M. B. 80031, Victoria Island, Lagos. Tel: +234 624707809-10, Fax: +234 1 2620513

m
0

BRANCHES:
• ABUJA (Maitama), • ABUJA (Wuse), ' APAPA, • BALOGUN, • BAUCHI, • GUSAU, • IKARA, • JOS, " KADUNA M A I N , ' KATSINA
' KADUNA SOUTH, • KANO, • MAIDUGURI, • MINNA, • PORT HARCOURT, • SOKOTO, • S U L E I J A , • V I C T O R I A ISLAND, ' YABA, • ZARIA
CASH CENTRES:
MINNA CASH C E N T R E : MINNA C E N T R A L MARKET, STORE A l , C E N T R A L MARKET, MINNA.

oo

K A N T I N KWARI C A S H C E N T R E ; 54, K A N T I N KWARI M A R K E T F A G G E TA K U D U , K A N O . 064 641785

CO
CO

KOFAR WAMBAI C A S H C E N T R E , 69/71, BABBAN L A Y I , KASUWAR K O F A R WAMBAI, K A N O . 064 642754
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